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Atlanta Hawks at Rockets: Clinching seed is the carrot
7:01 pm April 3, 2011, by Michael Cunningham

There’s a juicy carrot out there for the Hawks tonight.

Beat the Rockets and they clinch the No. 5 seed in the East. Clinch the No. 5 seed and then all of their tired 

bodies and minds might get a break over the final five games.

“I want to clinch before I even think about doing that,” L.D. said.

That’s some pretty good incentive.

“It should be for the guys,” Drew said. “A couple of weeks ago we were talking about it but kind of looking at 

how we were playing, looking at the schedule, it wasn’t a sure lock. Here we are with an opportunity to clinch 

it.”

No one can be blamed for not trusting the Hawks. A season’s worth of questions were not suddenly answered 

by two good efforts that included likely outliers like J.J. getting to the line, Josh draining tough jump shots and 

Zaza wrecking the team he likes to wreck most.

What L.D. thinks can most be duplicated is the focus and determination that allowed the Hawks to win ugly 

against good opponents.

“Probably the grind-em-out presence that we played with in both games,” Drew said. “Against Orlando, I 

thought we did a really good job in matching their physicality. I thought we did a good job in playing physical. 

Those type opponents, that’s the type of effort you have to have against them. I thought it was the same thing 

against Boston. Both games turned into half court games, we turned them into grind-em-out games and we 

played with a physical toughness.”

Game notes

“Regular” lineup for the Hawks: Hinrich, J.J., Marvin, Smoove, Al.•
The Rockets seemingly were done after they traded away Aaron Brooks and Shane Battier at the 
deadline. Instead they’ve surged and are desperately trying to make the playoffs. Henry Abbott at 
TrueHoop reported that the Rockets are motivated to stick it to fans, media, and the team’s front office, 
and I’m wondering if that might work for the Hawks, too.

•

The Rockets are a better offensive rebounding team than the Magic and Celtics. Impressive work 
considering they aren’t a big team.

•

“Scola bangs inside, Hayes bangs inside, Hill comes in and bangs inside, Patterson comes in and 
bangs inside,” Drew said. “They play extremely fast, they get up and down the floor, but yet they play 
with a physicality. I am hoping that the way we played the last couple games will carry over into tonight’s 
game.”

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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